
structure:
galvanized tube  60mm x 5mm

stairs:
wood plank t=1080x310x30mm
wood spacers 50x310x20mm
U-profile connection to tubes

hand rail:
OSB t=30mm

U-profile connection to tubes

structure:
couplers for tubes  60mm

structure:
galvanized tube  60mm x 5mm
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floor:
perforated wooden plank
perforated OSB panel t=20mm

hand rail:
OSB panel t=30mm
red paint coating
screwed smooth hand rail profile
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structure:
structural bearing wood t=110x50mm
screw to inox pipes with U-profile
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structure:
U-profile
structural wood beam t=5540x150x40mm
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structure:
wood truss member
go through connection

roof:
OSB panel t=30mm
EPDM coating
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counterweight:
SBB palette system

soil
creeping plant

footing:
adjustable scaffolding feet
load distribution plate
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structure:
angled metal couplers int  60mm
quick release with screw mechanism 

floor:
OSB I beam t=200mm x 60mm
nailed metal joist 
filler panel 25mm x 100mm

structure:
pine bearer 50mm x 80mm
metal couplers screwed
coupling to scafolding metal structure  60mm

sunshade:
canvas blind
metal guide  10mm

floor:
beech parquet infill panel paneling t=30mm
vaporproofing membrane t=5mm
structural OSB panel t=22mm
insulation t=130mm
OSB I beam structural t=200mm

ceiling:
insulation t=150mm
vapor barrier t=5mm
structural OSB panel t=22mm

roof:
metal couplers screwed to OSB panel
EPDM waterproofing t=5mm
(slope 3.5/100)
OSB panel underlayment t=22mm

window:
wooden frame: pine
triple glazing glass

rainpipe:
metal sheet water evacuation
transparent rainwater  200mm

roof:
EPDM waterproofing t=5mm
(slope 40/100)
OSB panel underlayment t=22mm

urban
growing
facade

2022 2026 2032 2036

With the covid19, the Museum of Digital Arts (MuDA), which 
was located in the migros tower, went bankrupt. The lack 
of a proper space dedicated for this museum, as the mi-
gros tower is undergoing renovation and the lockdown was 
enough to make it close. A similar misfortune will happen 
to the existing Stadion Brache which uses the -for now- un-
used surface of the future football stadium. 
Those two elements, which provide spaces for different 
people in a city, will need new room to exist. With those 
two elements happening in the direct vicinity of the engros-
markt and the migros-areal, a new typologie of structure 
can be developed to accommodate this kind of programm.

The roofs of the industrial buildings in the area host for now 
parking lots, they can be transformed into vaste agricultural 
roofs made for the citizens. As the surface is quite big, they 
can use farmbot in helping the growth and cultivation of 

plants. The workshop placed in the structure observes the 
roof, permitting the direct view in-between the agricultural 
landscape and the electronics tinkering.

The project provides a new direct access and new workshop 
space to the industrial roofs that are in the city. By creating 
a new typologie of structure, the roofs become connected 
in their usage. But the structure also allows the physical 
connection of those roofs with light passerelles, which cre-
ate a web-like superstructure and connect the cityscape of 
Zurich, which is split by a river of train tracks flowing right 
through its center. 

By adding agriculture on the roofs, it becomes a place of 
sharing and learning. Younger generation can come and 
experiment on grounds not easily accessible in a city. They 
can be introduced in two different worlds, the agricultur-
al and the electronical. They can connect to the city land-
scape, by their presence on the site or be connected to 
it via the digital realm, helped by apps and software that 
monitor the area. The space becomes always on, always 
connected, always growing. It adds on top of the already 
well implemented logistical cityscape that stretches out un-
der their feets. 

Maybe, as the people cannot stay on the ground as the city 
needs the unused ground space to expand, what is left are 
the roofs of existing structures. They were built strongly to 
be able to withstand new development that never arrived. 
Maybe now is the time.

Instead of protecting all already standing elements, the pro-
ject tries to protect some cultural elements and some usage 
that already constitutes the area. The engros-market was 
built in the prospect to accomodate 6 stories high buildings 
on top. This satellite Zuricher suburb never saw the light, 
and the concrete table was left empty. The evolution of the 
massive void slate roof which could house any program 
turned into another hub of distribution, like it is underneath. 

The idea of removing the logistic building that resides al-
ready on the roof is to create an urban garden area, which 
the district will be missing with the future construction of the 
Stadium, on the opposite side of the road. This urban gar-
den can be expanded on similar industrial building’s roofs 
and be connected with bridges or paths, creating new us-
age on top of existing ones. 

The project aims for a symbiotic relationship with existing 
structures, adding new possibilities to well set structures, 
permitting an alteration in the usage of the site and by let-
ting the already existing usage to be kept. By having a scaf-
folding-like structure that has modularity and compliance, 
the project is allowed to grow on an existing facade. 

The materials used, metal tubes, couplers and OSB panels 
are already made elements that exist in the western world. 
There is an abundance of those and don’t need to be pro-
duced especially for this structure. They can be easily re-
used in other places and are easily sourceable. 

Scaffoldings are commonly seen as temporary structures, 
which cover for a determined length of time existing or fu-
ture constructions. It questions what will become of a given 
space, how it will be transformed. 

In this case, the structure will stick in time and become the 
perpetual workshop of a new space. The plants that are 
used as counterweights will grow and cover the facade. The 
more time will pass with the laboratory workshop standing, 
the more the connection will be made permanent. Nature 
will grow and make the structure harder to take apart. This 
vertical garden will add qualities to the place.

Tour de contrôle

The workshop space, the single impervious element, is a floating box embedded 
in the structure. It uses the scaffolding-like structure as a structural spine. The wall 
panels are held tight with the exterior trusses. The wooden box is made of simple 
sandwich elements, with exterior OSB panels and an insulation core. The inside 
walls are left rough as the workshop space is an evolving space, which can be 
transformed and changed easily.

Current situation

Projected activities

Swisscom

Depotweg

Engros Reception + Restaurant

Engros Entrance

Otto Fischer 
(electrical wholesale)

Engros Markt

Kellenberger Frischservice

Serviceanlage SBB Zürich Herdern

 Engros Produzer Markt Hardturm Areal WIP

Stadion Brache
Skatepark + Free Garden

Migros Parking

Tanzwerk
Bananenreiferei

Migros-restaurant

EWZ Mensa

EWZ

SBB Infrastruktur Einkauf Supply Chain und Produktion Regionales Bahntechnik-Center Ost

Migros Tower

25h Hotel
ZHDK - Toni Areal

Agroform Migros Frozen food Logistic WIP

Migros Logistic

Gmür

Essento
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